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making trade distribution systems faster and more
efficient.

From your Editor
As we roll past another April Fool’s Day, the jokes
seem mostly bad: new natural disasters in Japan,
lingering effects of old ones in Haiti, New Orleans,
and Indonesia; human-made disasters in Japan,
Libya, Côte d'Ivoire, Afghanistan, Iraq, Egypt;
global economic discomfiture. Here in the U.S., focused attacks on workers and what remains of the
middle class; the unjust incarcerations of Bradley
Manning and too many others.

2. The ISSN results in accurate citing of serials by
scholars, researchers, abstracters, and librarians.
3. As a standard numeric identification code, the
ISSN is eminently suitable for computer use in fulfilling the need for file update and linkage, retrieval, and transmittal of data.
4. ISSN is used in libraries for identifying titles, ordering and checking in, and claiming serials.

This morning I learned that Truthout’s web site was
hacked and an article I wanted to use has disappeared. If they can’t retrieve it in time for this issue,
it will be in the next. And I’ll copy it right away so it
doesn’t go walkabout again.

5. ISSN simplifies interlibrary loan systems and union catalog reporting and listing.
6. The U.S. Postal Service uses the ISSN to regulate
certain publications mailed at second-class and
controlled circulation rates.

I ask myself: What would peace look like? In a recent Sunday run of Ray Billingsly’s comic strip,
Curtis, a boy encounters a magical character who
can grant him one wish. The boy wishes for global
peace and is assured he will wake up to a world
transformed. Which he does: when he gets up he
finds all the humans are gone.

7. The ISSN is an integral component of the journal
article citation used to monitor payments to the
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
8. All ISSN registrations are maintained in an international data base and are made available in the
ISSN Register online. The ISSN portal and other
products are maintained by the ISSN International
Centre.

Is that what peace necessarily looks like? Surely not!
Peacebuilders hold fast to visions of better ways to
achieve harmony with each other and everything
else on our planet. For inspiration, read Robert
Fuller’s article about the dignity movement, reprinted from the LA Progressive. Imagine!

“The More Things Change …”

This issue includes information about a variety of
opportunities for some of you to engage constructively with other peace workers and the larger community. I have also started a Twitter feed. If you
have an account, you may follow PeaceMemo to
receive reminders. I promise not to inundate you
with “stuff”.

Congress is not preparing to defend the people of
the United States. It is planning to protect the capital of American speculators and investors.... Incidentally this preparation will benefit the manufacturers of munitions and war machines.... Strike
against war, for without you no battles can be
fought! Strike against manufacturing shrapnel and
gas bombs and all other tools of murder! Strike
against preparedness that means death and misery
to millions of human beings! Be not dumb, obedient slaves in an army of destruction! Be heroes in
an army of construction!

There is one other item that may be of interest: The
Peace Memo now has an ISSN (International Standard Serial Number)! You will see it displayed in the
header and the masthead. The advantages of using it
are numerous, though not all apply to an electronic
publication like this one.

-Helen Keller at Carnegie Hall January 5, 1916

1. ISSN provides a useful and economical method of
communication between publishers and suppliers,
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And, second, the power that dignitarian groups can
mobilize exceeds that of groups driven by fear and
force. When everyone has a respected place, everyone is aligned with his or her own interests as well
as with group purpose. That’s why “dignity for all”
is a more effective organizing principle than intimidation. It makes for closer cooperation. Recognition
and dignity are not just “nice”; they’re a formula for
success.

The Dignity Movement Finds Its Feet
By Robert Fuller
Reprinted from the LA Progressive, March 11, 2011

Dignity on the March
Across North Africa and the Middle East to South
and East Asia, the hunger for dignity is driving unrest and heralding social transformation. Everywhere, people are refusing to be taken for nobodies;
they’re demanding to be treated like somebodies.

This portends an epochal shift in the balance of
power in favor of the formerly disregarded, disenfranchised, and dispossessed. Opportunistic predation has reached its “sell-by” date. Going forward,
the strategy of “dignity for all” trumps that of “preying on the weak.”

A new dream is taking hold: people are sensing the
possibility of building societies in which dignity is
universal and secure. Life is hard, yes, and we remain vulnerable to natural catastrophes, but couldn’t
we disallow the indignities to which we subject one
another?

Why Dignity Is Fundamental
We know dignity through its absence — indignity.
With our first taste of indignity, we begin a lifelong
vigil to shield ourselves from putdowns, ridicule,
and exploitation. Yet indignities are still widely
condoned. Humiliation is the staple of television
entertainment. For many viewers, watching the degradation of others helps them cope with the daily
dose of indignity they are putting up with themselves.

Our Predatory Past
Skeptics are quick to point out that our species has a
long predatory history. Archeologists report that, as
a result of population growth outstripping local resources, prehistory was the scene of constant battles.
Other tribes had just what we needed — food, water,
land, child-bearers — and preying on the weak improved our tribe’s chances of survival.
Our histories are full of war, slavery, colonization,
and tyranny. Many countries are still in the clutches
of self-serving dictators. Human trafficking, child
slavery, abuse of women, and the exploitation of
subsistence labor persists. In developed countries,
predatory lenders and bankers, politicians beholden
to special interests, and abusive religious leaders put
personal gain over the public interest.

Most people have no trouble recalling the taste of
humiliation. Many spend decades nursing the
wounds of teasing, bullying, and rejection.
For those on the margins of society, denigration
never stops. These “nobodies” are seen as legitimate
targets; on them, it’s always “open season.”
Dignity matters because it shields us from being
seen as potential prey. It declares (so we don’t have
to), “I belong, you belong. We acknowledge each
other’s rightful place.”

The predatory strategy our species has pursued for
millennia has brought us dominion over the earth.
But that strategy appears not to be working as well
as it used to — for two reasons.

Dignity is inclusive. There are no nobodies in a dignitarian society. Rather, dignity is democratized. It’s
everyone’s birthright. It’s also everyone’s responsibility–to stop putting others down, however indirectly or subtly, and to affirm their dignity, regardless of their role or rank.

An End to Predation?
What has changed is that, first, the weak are not as
impotent as they once were. Using weapons of mass
destruction and strategies of mass disruption, the
disenfranchised can bring modern life to a stop.
Humiliation is a time bomb; non-violent protest is
more revolutionary than armed insurrection.

A barefoot boy selling popcorn on the congested
streets of New Delhi gave me an image of dignity
I’ll not forget. At a stoplight, he poked his arm
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serve us wisely and well. We want the professor to
teach chemistry, not the freshman. We want the surgeon to perform the operation, not the nurse. We
want the pilot to fly the plane, not the flight attendant. We admire George Washington for rejecting
the crown and for not hanging on to power. The
source of indignity is not rank itself, but rank abuse.
To effectively combat this abuse, we must pin a
name on it.

through the open window of our taxi waving a little
bag of popcorn. Our host passed him a ten-rupee
note, but before the boy could hand her the popcorn,
our taxi sped off.
Two blocks later, the boy ran up alongside the car
and thrust the bag of popcorn through the window.
With that gesture, he refused a hand-out and claimed
his dignity.
Denying people their dignity sends the message that
their membership in the “tribe” is in jeopardy. Indignity is a precursor to second-class citizenship if
not banishment. Since for most of our history, banishment meant death, it’s no wonder that we are super-sensitive to insinuations of low regard.

Rankism: What the Dignity Movement Is Against
To have a name is to be. – Benoit Mandelbrot, inventor of fractals
Rankism is what people who consider themselves
somebodies do to people whom they regard as nobodies. Think of it as a degrading assertion of rank.

The Dignity Movement
With few exceptions, our systems of governance
have soft-pedaled dignity. Why? Because human
societies the world over still bear the stamp of our
species’ predatory origins. People no longer dispute
that slave-based societies were exploitative. Better
disguised, however, is that today’s minimum-wage
workers have little choice but to subsidize the rest of
us. When missing a paycheck means the indignity of
homelessness, we toe the line.

Examples of rankism include a customer demeaning
a waitress, a boss humiliating an employee, a teacher
mocking a student, a religious leader abusing followers, a doctor patronizing a patient, a coach shaming a player, executives using the powers of their
office to enrich themselves or prolong their tenure.
Prototypical forms of rankism are bullying, corruption, cronyism, and insider trading. The world got a
look at rankism’s ugly face in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and in the degradation of Iraqi prisoners at Abu Ghraib.

Enter the Dignity Movement. To succeed, a movement must know two things: what it’s for and what
it’s against. It’s obvious that the Dignity Movement
is for dignity, dignity for all, no exceptions. But
what exactly is it against?

Although it’s often taken for granted and overlooked, rankism is everywhere. Blacks demean and
exploit other blacks of lower rank. Whites do the
same to whites, and women to women, all with confidence that such behavior, since it does not cross a
color or gender line, will escape censure. Now, we
can label it “rankism,” and de-legitimize it.

Since indignities are usually perpetrated by those
with a power advantage, one might jump to the conclusion that differences of power are the problem.
And, since power is attached to rank, we might think
that if we could eliminate rank, we could minimize
indignity.

Rankism is the primary source of the indignities we
inflict on one another. It’s what the Dignity Movement is against. Once the malady has been diagnosed, we’re in a position to seek a cure.

The reason this logic has not worked–the failures of
communes and communism come to mind–is because egalitarian ideologies have thrown the baby
out with the bathwater. Rank is an indispensable tool
of organization. Without it, groups soon become ungovernable and uncompetitive, and, not infrequently,
rank reappears in a storm-trooper’s uniform.

Rankism, Malady of Hierarchies
Rankism occurs when rank-holders use the power of
their position to secure unwarranted benefits for
themselves. It typically takes the form of selfaggrandizement: for example, higher compensation
for executives than the market requires, and perpetual job security. It is the opposite of service. Good

The truth is, we admire — we may even love —
people of high rank who have earned it and who
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Overcoming rankism is an inclusive, unifying goal
that reduces the injunctions of political correctness
to just one: “Protect and defend the dignity of others
as you would have them protect and defend yours.”

leaders do not tolerate rankism; bad ones indulge in
it and their example infects the organization.
Rankism occurs in families, in the workplace and the
boardroom, in schools, and in the doctor’s office. It
can be especially hard to confront in nonprofits,
whose leaders may blur the distinction between saving the world and saving their own jobs.

This does not and can not mean countering one indignity with another. We can only bring about a net
reduction of rankism by interrupting the rankismbegets-rankism cycle. This means protecting the
dignity of the perpetrators even as we reject their
rankist behavior. While this Is not easy to do–
because it means stifling the impulse to get even–it
does prove possible.

Rankism differs from the familiar “isms” in that
most of us are both victims and perpetrators. This is
because rank is relative. You can be a nobody in one
context and a somebody in another. You can be a
somebody one day and a nobody the next.

The familiar “isms” are not gone, but they are on the
defensive. The next step is to make rankism as uncool as racism and sexism. Granted, that’s a tougher
challenge. But, as Martin Luther King, Jr. observed,
“The arc of the moral universe is long but it bends
towards justice.” Once people stand up for their dignity, it is not long before they’re marching for justice.

Rankism poisons relationships and saps the will to
work and to learn. The attention that students give to
defending their dignity diminishes that available for
learning. Rankism takes years off lives and it incites
revenge. Yet it’s hard to imagine a world without it,
just as, not long ago, it was difficult to imagine an
America without racism and sexism.
But Isn’t Rankism Human Nature?

The Dignitarian Era

Racism and sexism were long regarded as human
nature, but in more and more places, these “isms”
are losing legitimacy. To be racist or sexist today is
to disqualify yourself from professional advancement, if not to forfeit your job.

Rankism is the residue of predation, and as we recognize that predatory uses of power are counterproductive, we’ll put it aside, like the toy soldiers of
childhood. We’ve been inching away from our
predatory past for millennia, and the twenty-first
century finds us on the threshold of a dignitarian era.
We’ll know we’ve claimed that future when rankism
is considered indefensible.

If we can learn to stop putting people down on the
basis of race, gender, or disability, we ought to be
able to stop putting people down, period, for any
reason. Overcoming rankism does not mean doing
away with rank any more than overcoming racism
and sexism mean doing away with race or gender.
Rank itself is not the culprit; rankism is.

In building a dignitarian world, the only thing as
important as how we treat the Earth is how we treat
each other.

Past movements hold valuable lessons for confronting rankism. In the early years of the modern
women’s movement, Betty Friedan famously described “the problem without a name.” A few years
later, the problem had acquired one–sexism– and the
movement had a target. Likewise, putting “rankism”
in the lexicon will help us oppose abuses of power.

The Peace Memo, ISSN2160-3928, is published monthly by the
Peacebuilding Institutes: http://www.peacebuildinginstitute.org/.
Available through online subscription. All material ©, however
distribution – with attribution – is encouraged. Email questions
and comments to thepeacememo@gmail.com
Publisher: Peacebuilding Institute, Editor: Victoria Medaglia,
Founder: Jim Foster

As in the long fight against sexism and the other ignoble “isms,” getting rid of rankism is a multigenerational task. It can take a half-dozen generations to discredit an “ism.” That’s a long time, but
it’s not forever.
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Campaign Finance Reforms: Three proposed federal laws

SAGE* THOUGHTS
Last month we looked at the ways our war industry
has grown in power not only to affect public policy
but human life on our planet. If we want peace in our
world, what can we do about this? The recognition
that war is a very profitable business and governments are the chief customers is a good starting
point. Beyond the personal level, the key to success
for both peace builders and war industries is influence with the primary global customer for arms, the
US government. US citizens have a special responsibility for world peace because of this. Any actions
that reduce corporate influence in Washington and
increase that of the public are steps in the right direction.

1. Presidential Public Financing Reform Project:
This focuses on repairing funding for presidential
campaigns so public funding is again a viable option. Leading support organizations:
9 Public Citizen
http://www.citizen.org/Page.aspx?pid=2537
9 Common Cause
https://www.uspirg.org/issues/elections-andgovernment/campaign-finance-reform
9 US PIRG
https://www.uspirg.org/issues/elections-andgovernment/campaign-finance-reform
9 Democracy 21
http://www.democracy21.org/index.asp?Type=B
_PR&SEC={FD714569-5FB3-45D6-82D4A3098EE124BA}

Basic structural change in our politics (such as those
proposed below) is often difficult to achieve due to
the multitude and range of human needs. So many
short-term needs require attention that long-term,
basic changes tend to get less attention. Trying to
feed hungry people saps some of the time and energy that can be used to create a politics that leads to
fewer hungry folks. Basic reforms require both the
perspective that we must do more than feed the hungry and the recognition of the personal and structural
causes of their hunger.

9 League of Women Voters
http://www.lwv.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section
=Campaign_Finance_Reform1&Template=/Tag
gedPage/TaggedPageDisplay.cfm&TPLID=23&Co
ntentID=997
These organizations also support many of the other
reforms listed below. Check their home pages for
efforts in areas besides the few selected in this article. Most of the public is unaware of any of these
efforts as they are usually ignored or get little coverage in most media.

In moral terms it means providing justice as well as
charity. My pastor, Rev. John Gill, at the Church of
the Savior-UCC in Knoxville, TN provides an excellent perspective about the personal level: “God’s
desire for justice, it turns out, is not about greater
hatred for the rich or greater love for the poor. It is
about OUR inability to love and value ALL people
as God does, equally”.

2. Disclose Act: This aims to identify sources of political contributions that can now be hidden following the Citizens United case decision by the
Supreme Court. It passed the House in 2010.
Sens. Schumer and Leahy have collected about
82,000 petitions on their web site supporting this
bill. See www.discloseact.com. to learn more
and to sign the petition.

The structural reform efforts in three areas listed
below can reduce the power of our war industry and
other large corporations. They can undercut the
power that money has to affect government policy.
(See last month’s column for more on the power of
money in our politics.) Supporting and working
through organizations that represent our values must
be added to our individual spiritual development if
change is to come.

3. Fair Elections Now Act: It proposes funding candidates with $4 for every $1 they get in small
contributions. This is one of a number of ways
in this bill to reduce the influence of special in-
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terest money in elections. For details, and to get
involved, see www.fairelectionsnow.org.

http://www.commoncause.org/site/pp.asp?c=dkLNK
1MQIwG&b=4773683
Our challenge is to rebuild our democracy if we
want global peace. There are many ways to achieve
this. The sample reform efforts noted above focus on
the federal level. (Some can also be adapted to state
and local levels.) Our actions can range from simply
signing email petitions, learning more about the issues addressed by the proposed action, getting
hooked into the one of the email action networks,
spreading information about the reforms to others
such as letters to newspapers and legislators, sending
donations and becoming part of a local campaign to
create support for the reform. We are in for a long,
tough fight to reclaim our government. Even if all
these sample actions are successful, we will have
more work to do. This will neither be easy or quick.
So we had better start now!

Constitutional Amendment Campaign:
This began as a response to the decision of the Supreme Court on January 21, 1910, in the Citizens
United case discussed in last month’s column. This
is the one where they found the Constitution can’t
tell the difference between General Motors and me
when it comes to rights of political speech. (Correction: The comment last month that corporations and
unions are not required to disclose the source of
funds for political activity is only partially true now,
but may still come true in the future.) The Court
found that the use of corporate funds in elections is
unlimited at state and local levels, as well as the federal.
The vast majority of citizens do not support this distorted thinking. One indication of this is that the coalition backing this campaign presented Congressional members with 750,000 petitions on the first
anniversary of the decision. The petitions asked legislators to begin the process for a constitutional
amendment specigfying that money is not political
speech and that corporations are not entitled to rights
of free speech. The only true corrective action to the
Citizens United decision is a new amendment.

Bob Rundle
*SAGE is the Institute for Spirituality and Global
Economics, one of the institutes of the Peacebuilding
Institute. You can find us on the web at
http://www.peacebuildinginstitute.org/global_econo
mics/spiritualityglobaleconomics.htm
(Since some people had trouble with the embedded
links last month, we include some separately in this
article. Please le thepeacememo@gmail.com know if
you have difficulties! – Ed.)

This decision has been compared to another whopping stretch of judicial logic that occurred in the
Dred Scott case. This 1857 decision is the mirror
image of Citizens United. It stated that a human being who happened to have black skin had no constitutional rights. There was also great public opposition to this logic. The result was the passage of the
14th Amendment eleven years later.

FIRST ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
NON-VIOLENCE IN KNOXVILLE
The Peacebuilding Institute is launching a Conference on Nonviolence, to be held annually in Knoxville, Tennessee. This year, it will be June 10-11, at
the: Church of the Savior on Weisgarber Road. Registration is $25 or $40.00 for more than one participant from same church or organization. For those
coming from out of town, housing may be provided.
Contact Jim Foster (865-573-4089) for details.

Without another amendment, reducing corporate
control of elections is unlikely. For more details and
to sign the petition go to www.movetoamend.org
and www.freespeechforpeople.org.
Election Reform: The National Popular Vote plan.
This would make presidential elections decided by
popular vote rather than the outdated system of the
Electoral College we now have. Every vote then
would have equal weight in contrast to the unequal
system we now have. See

Keynote speaker: Jack Guillebeaux, of Inspire, an
independent training consultancy that actively builds
environments and relationships where everyone can
take part.
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things to do, and each of them depends on political
strength.

Workshops include:
9 Violence in the Schools; Dr. Ed Francisco, Facilitator

In other words, it is time for every single person who
opposes the new bomb plant to take action. If we let
this one go by because we are busy with other
things, our silence will be taken as assent.

9 Violence against Women, Rev. Marcia Free, Facilitator
9 Violence in the Streets; Rev. Mike Henry, Facilitator

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Here are four key things you can do. But be forewarned; it’s not really pick-and-choose time. We
need everyone to do all four.

9 Religiously Motivated Violence; Rev. Chris
Buice(?), Jack Guillebeaux
Nonviolent Living workbook will be available for
purchase for continuing study groups for $25.00
with a discount for group orders.

1. Show up to protest. Young people in Tennessee
are planning an action in Oak Ridge for Saturday,
April 16, 2011 called “A Safer World Is Our
Right.” It will include a march from Bissell Park
in Oak Ridge to the Y12 Nuclear Weapons Complex; we’ll have a concert for disarmament and a
peace rally there. You can find details on
OREPA’s (Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance) new web site: www.orepa.org. We are calling for everyone to come to Oak Ridge on Saturday, April 16—it is the time to show up. Together,
we will write the first page of a new chapter in the
story of nuclear abolition.
2. Cut off the money. While the rest of the nation is
tightening its belt, the weaponeers are buying bigger trousers. It’s crazy. And it can be stopped if we
aggressively work on the budget process in Congress. You can be part of this effort in several
ways:

NEW OAK RIDGE BOMB PLANT PLANS
ANNOUNCED
It’s official. The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) has announced its plan to build a
new $6.5 BILLION bomb plant to produce thermonuclear bomb parts in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. They
call it the Uranium Processing Facility (UPF) and its
main mission will be to perform “life extension upgrades” on US nuclear warheads to extend their useful life from 45years to 120 years. In the process of
being upgraded, some warheads will be modified to
have new military capabilities—in other words, they
will be new nukes.

a) Write or visit your elected representatives
and suggest they pick this low hanging fruit;
b) Write a letter (and organize your friends) to
the editor of your local paper—put the new
bomb plant on the map (if only Tennesseans
raise a ruckus, we’ll be ignored);
c) Consider a trip to DC for the Alliance for
Nuclear Accountability’s DC Days–the easiest, most energizing and fun lobbying experience you’ll ever have.

It’s official, but it’s not over.

3. Support OREPA as we educate and organize—
and maybe sue them. We are exploring litigation
as a way to send the NNSA back to the drawing
board, and the Natural Resources Defense Council

Now is the time to act.
The announcement of the plan to go forward with
the new bomb plant launches the end-game of the
campaign to stop the UPF. There are still several
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is interested in helping. But we need funds to retain counsel and develop the case. We believe this
can be a very effective way to put the brakes on
the project, and we believe delay is tantamount to
victory—the “need” for this bomb plant diminishes as time passes.

The Uranium Processing Facility will replace existing operations at Y12 and carry on the work of
manufacturing thermonuclear secondaries and cases
for nuclear weapons out of Highly Enriched Uranium, lithium deuteride, beryllium, depleted uranium, and other materials.

4. Help us organize opposition. In these days of electronic organizing, some of it is easy—put the action on your Facebook page and share it with
friends; write on walls and tweet, and tell your
Linked-In friends, and do what you do. But oldfashioned face-to-face and on-the-phone organizing is important, too. Contact OREPA to schedule
a presentation. We believe we are in the first
stages of a campaign that can put the new bomb
plant idea to rest for good, but it will take a compelling display of people power.

The UPF is being designed as 1/3 of a new US nuclear weapons complex. A facility at Los Alamos
(the CMRR-NF) will produce plutonium pits; the
UPF makes the secondaries; a new replacement facility at Kansas City, MO will make the electronic
and non-nuclear components. Together, the three
facilities will expand US weapon production capacity.
The UPF as announced will have the capacity to
manufacture 80 warheads/year. The NNSA says it
can carry out stockpile surveillance, maintenance
and life extension with a throughput capacity of ten
warheads/year. The extra seventy warhead/year capacity is to “add increased numbers of secondaries
and cases to the stockpile.”

THE FACTS ARE ON OUR SIDE
The new bomb plant is every bit as bad an idea as
you think it is—
• It is outrageously expensive (when first proposed
five years ago, the price tag was $600 million; it
has increased 1000% since then!).

Existing facilities at Y12 are already doing the work
slated for the UPF. In fact, 90% of the US stockpile
will have already undergone life extension before
the UPF comes on-line in 2024. More than $100
million dollars is being spent now to modernize the
existing Y12 facilities.

• It is utterly unnecessary (by the time it is complete
in 2024, 90% of the US stockpile will have already
undergone the life extension process in existing
facilities which are being modernized right now
for 1/10 the price of the UPF).
• It is shockingly provocative (major investments in
new facilities to produce nuclear weapons will
deeply undermine US efforts to stop Iran and other
nations from pursuing nuclear capabilities)
• It is patently illegal (the US promised in 1970 to
pursue complete disarmament “at an early date” in
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. The US Constitution declares treaties to be the Supreme Law
of the Land—their caps, not mine).

IImage source:
http://www.care2.com/causes/environment/blog/saying-no-tothe-nuclear-option/)

• And it is immoral (the act of preparing for the destruction of the planet offends all norms of fundamental human decency).

BACKGROUND
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Letters
Friends,
The unfolding catastrophe in Fukushima, Japan is a
stark and tragic reminder that some risks should not
be taken. The same minds that thought nuclear
power was worth the risk also believe nuclear weapons are worth the risk. But one nuclear exchange
will be Fukushima multiplied many times over.
I am hoping you will join the Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance (OREPA) at A Safer World Is
Our Right—an action for nuclear disarmament designed by young people who are looking to entire
community to support them at this crucial time.

Workshops, Events, Etc.

Coming April 16 really is one of the most important
things you can do for the future.

US—Oak Ridge, TN
SAVE THE DATE – AND SAVE THE COUNTRY

Sponsored by: Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance

$6 BILLION
When was the last time you stood shoulder to shoulder with young people who were staking their claim
to a future full of hope and free from fear? A Safer
World Is Our Right is your chance. Please plan to
join us in Oak Ridge.

The young people in Cairo would not have succeeded without the support of the rest of the
community. And our young people need YOU
on Saturday, April 16. The future we want will
not be given to us by the experts—it's up to us
to create it.

When: Saturday, April 16, 2011 • 1:00 PM
What: March, Rally, Action for Disarmament and
Peace
Where: Starts at Bissell Park; ends at Y12 Nuclear
Weapons Complex
Who: It’s for everyone who cares about the future
Sponsored by: Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance (OREPA)

After they use one—on purpose or by accident—it
will be too late to say no.
peace,
ralph hutchison
orepa coordinator, www.orepa.org
865 776 5050

US—Knoxville, TN
Rummage Sale at Church of the Savior UCC, 934
N. Weisgarber Rd, Knoxville: April 9 (Saturday)
9:00 AM -2:00 PM. Sale will benefit Narrow Ridge
Earth Literacy Center and the church youth group.
Sale items will include antiques, furniture, appliances, household items, clothes, and much more. We
welcome donations—bring items to the Mac Smith
Resource Center at Narrow Ridge. For a Knoxville
drop-off location, call Mitzi Wood-Von Mizener
865-497-3603.

Amy Goodman of
Democracy Now! is
on tour. What a great
opportunity to see a
fine Peacebuilder!
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WAR TAX PROTEST: Monday, April 18, Noon to
1 PM, Old Federal Building, Jefferson St. and Wisconsin Ave. Money for caring, not killing. The current military budget, plus the military portions from
other departments, totals $769 billion. This includes
interest on the debt and veterans benefits totaling
$503 billion. (War Resisters League) Contact: 3445745

US—Harrisonburg, VA
Dear Peacemaking Friends—The Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America invites you to our annual
conference. This year, our conference features an
amazing group of leaders who will no doubt challenge and inspire us. It also features a warm, welcoming, and nurturing community—programs for all
ages—opportunities for exploring spirituality—and
a lovely setting.

Let them march all they want, just as long as they
pay their taxes.--former Secretary of State Alexander
Haig

We'd love to have YOU join us! You don't have to
be Baptist to enjoy the week immensely.
We'd also be grateful to you for sharing this information with anyone you know who might be interested.

ANTI-WAR MARCH-WAY OF THE CROSS:
Good Friday, April 22, Noon to 1 PM. Starts at 3rd
& Wisconsin Ave.; ends at Gesu Church, 12th &
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee. There is never a Christian reason for violence.

Thank you for what you do to create peace.
Rev. LeDayne McLeese Polaski
Program Coordinator
Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America
4800 Wedgewood Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210
phone: (704)521-6051; fax: (704)521-6053
ledayne@bpfna.org; www.bpfna.org
(Image source: http://legis.wisconsin.gov/

US—Wisconsin
PRAYER AND FASTING: each Wednesday in Lent
from 4 to 5 PM inside Marquette U. Rayner Library,
13th & Wisconsin.

US—Kansas City, MO
MIDWEST CATHOLIC WORKER FAITH AND
RESISTANCE RETREAT: April 29–May 2,. A new
billion-dollar Honeywell plant is being constructed
in Kansas City to make nuclear weapons. Call us for
details at 344-5745 or 342-0158.

WALK FOR A NUCLEAR-FREE FUTURE: Sat.,
April 23, Noon to 4 PM. A 7-mile walk between the
Kewaunee and Point Beach nuclear power plants on
Lake Michigan, remembering the Chernobyl radiation catastrophe of April 26, 1986 and the recent
Japanese radiation leaks. Contact NUKEWATCH at
(715) 472-4185 or email nukewatch1@lakeland.ws
for information and volunteering.

Help us grow!
Send us your news and events for publication in
The Peace Memo.

ANTI-GUN VIGIL: Thurs., April 7, 11 AM - Noon,
Badger Guns, 2339 S 43rd St. On average there are
39 homicides with guns each day in the U.S.
(Mayors Against Illegal Guns). Guns sold by U.S.
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to Mexican drug
lords have led to over 1,000 civilian deaths.
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fend the rights of all, but we must not allow ourselves to do violence to anyone since this will only
make others miserable, including ourselves. When I
see signs like “Republicans are shit” I am saddened
since this type of behavior only leads to more division, suffering and pain. Our society has yet to learn
the lesson of the crucified Christ. It continues to take
an eye for an eye, to create hate and divisions between people and even use impersonal drones to kill
those people who do not succumb to our needs of
power and wealth. We have the misguided belief
that power and wealth will make us happy. Christ
taught us how to change people to become better. He
taught us to make it easier for people to be good. He
said only love will change them to be better. May we
rise with Christ above hatred, greed, violence, etc.
and be lovers, not fighters, of all people. Only then
will we truly find happiness. We are not to change
God’s message God message is meant to change us.

(Image source:
http://sdakotabirds.com/species/chipping_sparrow_info.htm

THE SPARROW SINGS

Don Timmerman

March, 2011
Some signs at the Madison demos:

According to The Progressive, Gov. Scott Walker
said God told him what to do every stop of the way,
including what jobs to take, whom to marry and
when to run for governor. This would mean that God
told him to deny some people their human rights.
Sometimes I believe that politicians use God as their
reason for making bad decisions that cause much
suffering to people when they can no longer offer a
good explanation for their decisions to the public.
You have heard it said, “The devil made me do it.”
Now it is heard, “God made me do it.” The God I
believe in only wishes that we be happy. Happiness
means different things to different people, but I believe we can be truly happy only if we do good to
others; and not only to those whom we like, but also
those whom we dislike, who do harmful things to us,
who deny us our human rights. This is the lesson
Christ taught us on the cross. Christ showed us that
the way to happiness is through forgiving those who
harmed us, even when they have not asked for our
forgiveness and doing good to them. Christ preached
and lived this way and encouraged us to do the same
not because He wanted us to be miserable and sad.
No, He gave us the perfect example of loving your
enemies because only this would make us truly
happy. We will do what we can to nonviolently de-

Screw us, and we multiply.
Gov. Walker needs to be Koch-free.
On the night of daylight savings time, WI turns its
clock back 50 years.
You don’t scare me. I teach high school kids.
INTERESTING FACTS
On the 10th anniversary of the invasion of Afghanistan, the U.S., without Congressional consent, fired
110 tomahawk missiles at Libya. The U.S. fired missiles and teachers at the same time. The cost is many
lives, as well as between $569,000 and $1 million
per missile. That’s more than 5 years of NPR funding in less than 1 hour. -- C2NN Daily News,
3/13/11.
Why pick on Libya when the same things were happening in Bahrain, Yemen, Syria, Ivory Coast, etc.?
Could it be for oil? What about the massacre of
women and children in Uganda by President
Museveni? Did you know Libya nationalized its oil
in 1972, like Saddam Hussein did?
The International Commission for Labor Rights sent
a notice to the Wisconsin legislature explaining that
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contracts. Meanwhile, 60% of the Iraqi people are
unemployed. There are 112,092 private Defense
Dept. contractors in Afghanistan and 95,461 in Iraq.
Federal proposals would take away WIC from
800,000 babies ($758 million cut), deny Head Start
to 218,000 children ($1.1 billion cut) and reduce Pell
grants by $1,000 for each poor college student in
order to pay for the occupations. --Welfare Warriors

its attempt to strip collective bargaining rights from
public workers is illegal. It is a violation of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
states that everyone has the right to freedom of expression. --Truthout, 3/14/11
G.E., the nation’s largest corporation and maker of
Japan’s failed nuclear reactors, last year had profits
of $14.2 billion. They paid no taxes and claimed a
$3.2 billion tax benefit. (New York Times) In 2009,
Forbes did not pay any taxes on $4.4 billion in income. Exxon Mobil made $45 billion profit in 2009
but paid no taxes in the U.S. Citigroup had four
quarters of billion-dollar profits in 2010 but paid no
taxes. Wells Fargo made $12 billion but purchased
Wachovia Bank to claim a $19 billion tax credit.
Boeing won a $30 billion contract to build 179 airborne tankers, got $124 million back from taxpayers
in 2010. Chevron’s tax rate was 1% in 2008. Merck,
the second largest drug maker in the U.S., brought
more than $9 billion from abroad last year without
paying any U.S. tax. Pfizer, the largest drug maker
in the U.S., erased $10 billion in taxes with an accounting treatment. --Common Dreams, 3/21/11

Don and Roberta
Milwaukee WI 53233
don2roberta@yahoo.com

We do our best to verify everything that is submitted
to us. When we are successful, we include the link in
(or, sometimes, as the citation. Sometimes, however,
we cannot find a source. In those cases, we are not
responsible for the accuracy of any statement or assertion in the article. –Ed.

Since 2001, the U.S. has dropped 31 million pounds
of bombs on Afghanistan, killing between 14,643
and 34,240 civilians. Over 235,000 Afghans are in
Internally Displaced Person camps.

If you no longer wish to receive The Peace Memo,
simply send an email containing your email address to peacememonewsletter-off@csot.com. You
will automatically be unsubscribed.

--The Catholic Radical (Dorothy Day Catholic

Worker Community (Illinois). 1900. The Catholic radical. Rock Island, Ill: Dorothy Day
Catholic Worker.), April/May 2011
Since 2000, the U.S. military budget has increased
by 80%, and this does not include the funding of the
invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan.
Only eight Americans died worldwide in terrorist
attacks last year. A minimum of 29 Americans died
from being struck by lightning.
The combined wealth of the richest 400 Americans
equals the combined wealth of 150 million individuals in the U.S. --Michael Moore
Ending the armed occupations would save Wisconsin taxpayers alone $1.7 billion a year. Over 700
wealthy U.S. corporations currently run businesses
in Iraq with their own employees and expensive U.S.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

When

Who

April 7
11 AM-Noon

What

Where

Anti-gun vigil

Badger Guns,
2339 S 43rd S.
Milwaukee, WI

Details

April 9
9:00 AM 2:00 PM

Narrow Ridge
Earth Literacy
Center and
COS church
youth group.

Rummage Sale

Church of the Savior
934 Weisgarber
Rd.
Knoxville, TN

Sale benefits Narrow Ridge Earth
Literacy Center and COS church
youth group See notice in TPM.
Contact: Mitzi Wood-Von
Mizener 865-497-3603.

April 10
2:00 PM

PIET

Planning Meeting

Church of the Savior
934 Weisgarber
Rd.
Knoxville, TN

Planning for Nonviolence Workshop

April 16,
1:00 PM

Oak Ridge Environmental
Peace Alliance
(OREPA)

March, Rally, Action for Disarmament and Peace

Starts at Bissell
Park; ends at Y12
Nuclear Weapons
Complex
Oak Ridge, TN

For everyone who cares about the
future
Contact: Ralph Hutchinson
865 776 5050

April 18,
12-1 PM

War Resisters
League

War Tax protest

Old Federal Bldg.
515 E.Wisconsin
Ave.
Milwaukee, WI

Contact: 715-344-5745

Anti-war march:
Way of the Cross

3rd & Wisconsin
Ave.- Gesu
Church, 12th &
Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI

April 22,
12-1 PM

April 23,
12- 4 PM

NUKEWATCH Walk for a nuclearfree future: 7-mile
walk between the
Kewaunee and Point
Beach nuclear power
plants

Kenaukee Power
Plant
Two Rivers, WI
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April 30

The Peacebuilding Institute

Board Meeting

Tentative!
Earth Fare
Turkey Creek,
Farragut, TN

Quarterly Board meeting.

June 10-11

The Peacebuilding Institute

Conference on Nonviolence

Church of the Savior
934 Weisgarber
Rd.
Knoxville, TN

Registration: $25 or $40.00 for
more than one participant from
same church or organization. For
those coming from out of town,
housing may be provided.
Contact: Jim Foster 865-5734089; jimsandyfoster@yahoo.com

July 4-9

Baptist Peace
Fellowship of
North America

Annual conference:
So You Must Forgive

Eastern Mennonite
University
Harrisonburg, VA

Our conference features an amazing group of leaders and a warm,
welcoming community—
programs for all ages, opportunities for exploring spirituality.
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